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British Leyland Chronicle Of A Car Crash 1968 1978
"British Leyland: Betting on a Miracle" covers the period 1978-86 and is a followup to the volume "British Leyland: Chronicle of a Car Crash" which covered
1968-78. It continues the story of Britain's largest car manufacturer through a
turbulent era which saw radical change in national strategy regarding the motor
industry and great social upheaval. At the start of this timespan "Leyland Cars"
was still the name of the cars division. By the end, after several changes of
identity, the new Rover Group had emerged. The book looks at the national
context, developments within the company and industrial relations, but the
principal focus is on the car market, both domestic and internationally, and the
vehicles themselves. Illustrated with approx. 40 photographs.
A concise 1995 review of the strengths and weaknesses of the British motor
industry during the one hundred years since its foundation.
British Leyland Motor Corporation, formed in the wake of the post-war
manufacturing boom, brought together almost all the British-owned car and
commercial vehicle companies that then existed. At the head of the sixth largest
car manufacturer in the world, its management confidently expected to give the
United Kingdom a leading place in the global motor industry. Their catastrophic
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failure was one of the biggest and most disappointing disasters in British
industrial history.From their unique insider perspective, three former employees
of the brand reveal how and why, despite producing profitable marques such as
Jaguar, Rover and Land Rover, as well as the iconic best-selling Mini, British
Leyland came to its sad end ...
Birmingham, England, c. 1973: industrial strikes, bad pop music, corrosive class
warfare, adolescent angst, IRA bombings. Four friends: a class clown who stoops
very low for a laugh; a confused artist enthralled by guitar rock; an earnest radical
with socialist leanings; and a quiet dreamer obsessed with poetry, God, and the
prettiest girl in school. As the world appears to self-destruct around them, they
hold together to navigate the choppy waters of a decidedly ambiguous decade.
The story of Frank Whittle - RAF pilot, mathematician of genius, inventor of the
jet engine and British hero. In 1985 Hans von Ohain, the scientist who pioneered
Nazi Germany's efforts to build a jet plane, posed the question: 'Would World
War II have occured if the Luftwaffe knew it faced operational British jets instead
of Spitfires?' He immediately answered, 'I, for one, think not.' Frank Whittle,
working-class outsider and self-taught enthusiast, had worked out the blueprint of
a completely new type of engine in 1929, only for his ideas to be blocked by
bureaucratic opposition until the outbreak of war in 1939. The importance of his
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work was recognized too late by the government for his revolutionary engine to
play a major part in World War II. After the war Whittle's dream of civilian jetpowered aircraft became a reality and Britain enjoyed a golden age of 1950's jetpowered flight. Drawing on Whittle's extensive private papers, Campbell-Smith
tells the story of a stoic and overlooked British hero, a tantalizing tale of 'what
might have been'.
In 1913 an ambitious young businessman named William Morris converted a
derelict military college on the outskirts of Oxford into an assembly hall for motor
vehicles. He thus opened the first chapter in one of the most extraordinary
success stories of the British motor industry, becoming Lord Nuffield and a multimillionaire in the process. From Morris Motors and Pressed Steel, via the British
Motor Corporation and British Leyland to its role as part of BMW and their
successful manufacture of the new Mini, car manufacture at Cowley has been a
significant player. Though the old factory chimneys have given way to more
modern developments, Oxford today would be a very different place without its
influence. Most of the photographic material in this book is taken from the
comprehensive archive collections of the British Motor Industry Heritage Trust,
located at the Heritage Motor Centre, Gaydon. Now in this revised and fully
updated edition, new illustrations and text seek to show further how important
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Morris was to Cowley.
Flying in the face of adversity... Howard Hughes was known during his lifetime as
one of the most financially successful individuals in the world. Funded by his
considerable wealth, he formed the Hughes Aircraft Company in 1932 and spent
the remainder of the decade setting multiple world air speed records. The enigma
that was Howard Hughes and the saga of the mighty airline he ruled ruthlessly for
two decades are combined in this unique corporate history that reads like a
thrilling work of aviation fiction. Movie stars and moguls; airline chieftains and
staff, from pilots to skycaps - these are the colourful characters that grace the
pages of this anecdote-filled book that pulls no punches. In the course of
researching the TWA story, author Robert J Serling interviewed more than one
hundred individuals, many of whom knew Hughes personally. The result - a
portrayal of the eccentric billionaire that has never been seen before. This is the
first full account of the great air carrier that the moody, mysterious Hughes first
saved from extinction and then nearly destroyed in the process... Praise for
Robert J Serling 'Aviation buffs will revel in this thoroughgoing chronicle' - Kirkus
Robert J Serling (1918-2010) wrote aviation fiction, as well as some non-fiction,
his whole adult life and received the 1988 Lauren D. Lyman Award for
distinguished achievement in the field of aviation and aerospace journalism.
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Formerly residents of Washington, D.C., he and his wife moved to Tucson,
Arizona. He passed away in 2010 at the age of 92.
Alone in her native St Petersburg, Maria Glover sends an urgent summons to
London and New York. Her son and daughter arrive too late to see her, but the
end of their mother’s life marks the beginning of their own story: one of secrets,
strangers, and the ultimate retelling of everything they thought they knew. ‘Docx
knows that what we want most from a novel are stories into which we can sink
our teeth and our hearts. His ability to evoke the atmosphere of a city is almost
Dickensian’ Guardian ‘Full of insight: on the state of Russia, Britain and the US;
and on the nature of music, addiction, love and sex. Funny and involving and the
characters are often priceless’ Metro ‘I was amazed at the detail of Docx’s St
Petersburg, with all its beauty and cruelty, similar to the style of Dostoevsky’
Financial Times ‘Unforgettable. Not since What a Carve Up! has there been
such an absorbing indictment of the family’ Independent on Sunday
An unfolding story from the inception to the demise of a unique series of motor
races held on an exotic island during the Golden Age of motor racing.
International drivers and Bahamians mingled for two weeks each year during
which the social events were as important as the races to those involved.
What really happened at British Leyland (BL)? Was it ‘just’ the cars, or were
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other factors vital to the story? Who really was to blame for BL and MG Rover's
death? The 'truth' about BL is deeper than its cars – were ultra- Left-wing plots to
topple BL and British society real? Did secret deals and political intrigue really
exist? Was it Labour or Conservative powers who ‘killed’ BL, or was it BL itself?
How was it that BL’s design genius was hobbled? Author Lance Cole lifts the
bonnet on BL and presents a forensic yet easy to read new analysis in a story of
BL, its cars, and the era of their motoring as powers on the political Left and
Right waged war, sometimes even with themselves. Here is a book about cars
and more, a conversation on all things BL: this is a new account of a classic
British story told across a trail of evidence in a British industrial and political
drama. Many mistakes made BL, but some of the cars were superb, the designs
of genius, the engineering excellent; it is just that we have either forgotten, or
been brainwashed into believing the worst. In a BL book like no other, written by
a classic car fanatic with a background in industrial design, automotive, and wider
journalism, this story lifts the lid on BL's cars and more. The author also adds
inside knowledge from time working in the motor industry. Lance Cole tells the
deeper BL story across the era of its greatest successes and its biggest failures.
This book is a unique account of trade union and political struggles in the Morris
Motors (later British Leyland) car assembly plant in Cowley, where Alan Thornett
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began work in 1959. He became a shop steward for the lorry drivers, deputy
TGWU convener for the plant, and chair of the Joint Shop Stewards Committee
and of the TGWU branch. The plant was rarely out of the headlines in the 1960s
and 1970s, which was the high point of trade union militancy in Britain in the 20th
century. After a successful struggle for unionisation, the Morris plant was by the
end of the 1960s amongst the most militant in the industry, averaging over 300
strikes a year. Working conditions were transformed and a vibrant shop floor
movement built. The plant was involved in the strikes against In Place of Strife,
Harold Wilson's attempt at anti-union laws, and against Heath's Industrial
Relations Act, which led to the jailing of the Pentonville Five. This rise of militant
trade unionism, however, was bitterly opposed by TGWU officials who worked
tirelessly with management to destroy it. The battles this involved, both within the
union and in the plant, are vividly described. The book traces how these actions
of the trade union establishments reflected institutionalised class compromise,
which directly threatened the gains of the 60s and 70s, and which opened the
door to the Tory onslaught of the 1980s. It led directly to the betrayal of the NGA
by the TUC at Warrington in 1983 and its collapse under Tebbit's anti-union laws.
It also led to the isolation and defeat of the miners in 1985, which has been so
destructive to the trade union movement, and from which the unions have not
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even started to recover.
Trees are one of humanity's most constant and most varied companions. From
India's sacred banyan tree to the fragrant cedar of Lebanon, they offer us
sanctuary and inspiration—not to mention the raw materials for everything from
aspirin to maple syrup. In Around the World in 80 Trees, expert Jonathan Drori
uses plant science to illuminate how trees play a role in every part of human life,
from the romantic to the regrettable. Stops on the trip include the lime trees of
Berlin's Unter den Linden boulevard, which intoxicate amorous Germans and
hungry bees alike, the swankiest streets in nineteenth-century London, which
were paved with Australian eucalyptus wood, and the redwood forests of
California, where the secret to the trees' soaring heights can be found in the
properties of the tiniest drops of water. Each of these strange and true
tales—populated by self-mummifying monks, tree-climbing goats and ever-soslightly radioactive nuts—is illustrated by Lucille Clerc, taking the reader on a
journey that is as informative as it is beautiful.
In 2007 English Heritage commissioned initial research into links with
transatlantic slavery or its abolition amongst families who owned properties now
in its care. This was part of the commitment by English Heritage to commemorate
the bicentenary of the abolition of the British transatlantic slave trade with work
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that would make a real difference to our understanding of the historic
environment in the longer term. The research findings and those of other
scholars and heritage practitioners were presented at the 'Slavery and the British
Country House' conference which brought together academics, heritage
professionals, country house owners and community researchers from across
Britain to explore how country houses might be reconsidered in the light of their
slavery linkages and how such links have been and might be presented to
visitors. Since then the conference papers have been updated and reworked into
a cutting edge volume which represents the most current and comprehensive
consideration of slavery and the British country house as yet undertaken.
The stylist of the Austin Allegro, Harris Mann, said of the car that 'It took a lot of
stick, but it wasn't that bad a car ... The trouble was that every one off the line
was different in some way, thanks to quality control.' As a result, few have
bothered to explore the little Austin's background; what it was designed to
achieve, how it became the way it was, and what happened to make it so
infamous. Austin Allegro - An Enthusiast's Guide redresses the balance, telling
the Allegro's tale of grand designs, high hopes, management compromises,
failed dreams, industrial unrest, national ridicule and finally, redemption. Now
experiencing something of a comeback as a cheap and cheerful classic, the book
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provides ownership advice and buying information for all models. From the
quietly competent series 2 models through to the sportily-styled and now very
rare Equipe, the book re-evaluates the place of the Allegro in the classic car
world and concludes that it is both a simple, economical classic choice, and an
important part of British motoring history. Illustrated throughout with 170 colour
photographs.
The Millennium Dome, Braveheart and Rolls Royce cars. How do cultural icons
reproduce and transform a sense of national identity? How does national identity
vary across time and space, how is it contested, and what has been the impact of
globalization upon national identity and culture?This book examines how national
identity is represented, performed, spatialized and materialized through popular
culture and in everyday life. National identity is revealed to be inherent in the
things we often take for granted - from landscapes and eating habits, to tourism,
cinema and music. Our specific experience of car ownership and motoring can
enhance a sense of belonging, whilst Hollywood blockbusters and national
exhibitions provide contexts for the ongoing, and often contested, process of
national identity formation. These and a wealth of other cultural forms and
practices are explored, with examples drawn from Scotland, the UK as a whole,
India and Mauritius. This book addresses the considerable neglect of popular
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cultures in recent studies of nationalism and contributes to debates on the
relationship between ‘high' and ‘low' culture.
From baseball to biology, an award-winning journalist highlights the power of
team chemistry in this "terrific" data-driven investigation of human relationships
(Billie Jean King). Does team chemistry actually exist? Is there scientific or
mathematical proof? Is team chemistry as real and relevant as on-base
percentages and wins above replacement? In Joan Ryan's groundbreaking book
we discover that the answer to all of the above is a resounding yes. As Ryan puts
it, team chemistry, or the combination of biological and social forces that boosts
selfless effort among more players over more days of a season, is what drives
sports teams toward a common goal, encouraging the players to be the best
versions of themselves. These are the elements of teams that make them "click,"
the ones that foster trust and respect, and push players to exceed their own
potential when they work well together. Team chemistry alone won't win a World
Series, but talent alone won't win it, either. And by interviewing more than 100
players, coaches, managers, and statisticians, as well as over five years of
extensive research in neuroscience, biology, physiology, and psychology, Ryan
proves that the social and emotional state of a team does affect performance.
Grit, passion, selflessness, and effort matter -- but never underestimate the
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power of chemistry.
“Every Who down in Who-ville liked Christmas a lot . . . but the Grinch, who lived just
north of Who-ville, did NOT!” Not since “’Twas the night before Christmas” has the
beginning of a Christmas tale been so instantly recognizable. No holiday season is
complete without the Grinch, Max, Cindy-Lou, and all the residents of Who-ville, in this
heartwarming story about the effects of the Christmas spirit on even the smallest and
coldest of hearts. Like mistletoe, candy canes, and caroling, the Grinch is a mainstay of
the holidays, and his story is the perfect gift for young and old. This Read & Listen
edition contains audio narration.
Now with revised content and illustrations, this chunky book traces the history of
Britain's ill-fated car manufacturing giant, concentrating on the decade 1968 to 1978.
The focus is on the products of British Leyland, but the story makes reference to the
political and economic context of Britain in the seventies and asks "Why did British
Leyland crash?" and "Could this have been avoided?." Events are described
chronologically, with specific sections devoted to six of the cars introduced by the
company during the period, to the international aspects of British Leyland's rapid
contraction, and to external issues such as EEC entry and Japanese competition.
100,000 words. Illustrated.
Six months after its American introduction in 1985, the Yugo was a punch line; within a
year, it was a staple of late-night comedy. By 2000, NPR's Car Talk declared it "the
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worst car of the millennium." And for most Americans that's where the story begins and
ends. Hardly. The short, unhappy life of the car, the men who built it, the men who
imported it, and the decade that embraced and discarded it is rollicking and astounding,
and one of the greatest untold business-cum-morality tales of the 1980s. Mix one rabid
entrepreneur, several thousand "good" communists, a willing U.S. State Department,
the shortsighted Detroit auto industry, and improvident bankers, shake vigorously, and
you've got The Yugo: The Rise and Fall of the Worst Car in History. Brilliantly recreating the amazing confluence of events that produced the Yugo, Yugoslav expert
Jason Vuic uproariously tells the story of the car that became an international joke: The
American CEO who happens upon a Yugo right when his company needs to find a new
import or go under. A State Department eager to aid Yugoslavia's nonaligned
communist government. Zastava Automobiles, which overhauls its factory to produce
an American-ready Yugo in six months. And a hole left by Detroit in the cheap
subcompact market that creates a race to the bottom that leaves the Yugo . . . at the
bottom.
Protecting designs is complex and diverse; it involves deciding whether to protect them
by design law, copyright law, or by both laws. A single protection may be under- or
overprotective but two or more can be overprotective if there are no rules regulating the
overlap. Legal systems in Europe and abroad have struggled to find the most adequate
solution to this problem. This book traces the history of the design/copyright interface of
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fifteen countries, selected for their diversity in the way they dealt with the interface. It
examines how these countries have coped with the problems engendered by the
interface, the rules they applied to it over time and the reasons for legislative changes.
This analysis reveals the most appropriate rules to regulate the interface at EU and
global level and will appeal to academics, practising lawyers, judges, students and
policymakers all over the world.
This volume explores the nature of intellectual property law by looking at particular
disputes. All the cases gathered here aim to show the versatile and unstable character
of a discipline still searching for landmarks. Each contribution offers an opportunity to
raise questions about the narratives that have shaped the discipline throughout its short
but profound history. The volume begins by revisiting patent litigation to consider the
impact of the Statute of Monopolies (1624). It continues looking at different
controversies to describe how the existence of an author's right in literary property was
a plausible basis for legal argument, even though no statute expressly mentioned
authors' rights before the Statute of Anne (1710). The collection also explores different
moments of historical significance for intellectual property law: the first trade mark
injunctions; the difficulties the law faced when protecting maps; and the origins of
originality in copyright law. Similarly, it considers the different ways of interpreting
patent claims in the late nineteenth and twentieth century; the impact of seminal cases
on passing off and the law of confidentiality; and more generally, the construction of
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intellectual property law and its branches in their interaction with new technologies and
marketing developments. It is essential reading for anyone interested in the
development of intellectual property law.
A revised edition of this chunky book, which looks at the post-war history of Britain's
motor industry in overseas markets, concentrating on the experience of first Austin,
then the British Motor Corporation (BMC), and finally British Leyland and its constituent
companies. Problems selling to Europe are one area of focus, the United States and
the Commonwealth are others, with specific sections covering Australia and New
Zealand as well as South Africa and Ireland. By the author of the well-received "British
Leyland: Chronicle of a Car Crash," this book is about the car industry, but contains
plenty of detail about actual cars, plus graphics and photographs selected with the help
of the British Motor Industry Heritage Trust (BMIHT).
The finest TV critic of our time talks about Sport, Sitcoms, News, the Weather,
Children's programmes and 'Reality Television'. A.A. Gill has been the must-read
television critic in the SUNDAY TIMES 'Culture' section for more than ten years. This
collection of some of the best writing from his columns is broken down into themes Sport, Costume Drama, Detectives, Children's Television, and News. And now it's over
to A.A. Gill: 'Those who complain, usually from the Parnassian heights of print
journalism, that TV is dumbed-down and peddles dross to the lowest common
denominator, citing Big Brother or Celibate Love Island, miss the point... In barely a
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generation, the information from television has changed the way we see the world and
everyone in it. That's no small achievement. Television really does make a difference...
It can bring down walls, save lives and right wrongs. It can also tell you how to put a
water feature on your patio...'
Content analysis is one of the most important but complex research methodologies in
the social sciences. In this thoroughly updated Second Edition of The Content Analysis
Guidebook, author Kimberly Neuendorf provides an accessible core text for upper-level
undergraduates and graduate students across the social sciences. Comprising step-bystep instructions and practical advice, this text unravels the complicated aspects of
content analysis.
In 1968, British Leyland brought together many of Britain's motor manufacturers, with
the intention of creating a robust unified group that could equal the strength of the big
European conglomerates. But this was not to be. There have been many books about
the politics and the business activities of British Leyland, but British Leyland - The Cars,
1968-1986 looks exclusively at the cars that came from the company, both the models
it inherited and those it created. The eighteen years of the corporation's existence saw
a confusing multitude of different car types, but this book resolves these confusions,
clarifying who built what, and when. The book takes 1986 as its cut-off point because
this was the year that the old British Leyland ceased to exist and what was left of the
car and light commercial business was renamed the Rover Group. The book includes:
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Production histories and technical specifications of every major model; The special
overseas models; Appendices on engines, code names, and factories; Buying guidance
on the models built in Britain. This is the most comprehensive book so far to focus on
the cars from British Leyland between 1968-1986 and it provides an overview of each
model's production history, together with essential specification details. It is profusely
illustrated with 178 colour and 63 b&w photographs.
In Killing Hope, William Blum, author of the bestselling Rogue State: A Guide to the
World's Only Superpower, provides a devastating and comprehensive account of
America's covert and overt military actions in the world, all the way from China in the
1940s to the invasion of Iraq in 2003 and - in this updated edition - beyond. Is the
United States, as it likes to claim, a global force for democracy? Killing Hope shows the
answer to this question to be a resounding 'no'.
Some 40 years ago, Leyland Australia ceased manufacturing passenger vehicles in
Australia. These days, many of the cars produced by Nuffield (Australia), the Austin
Motor Company (Australia) the British Motor Corporation (Australia), British Leyland
Motor Corporation of Australia and Leyland Australia from 1950 to 1982 remain popular
and have become classics. Of particular interest to present day owners, registration
authorities, car club officials, as well as motoring and engineering historians, is a record
of what BMC/Leyland passenger vehicles were produced and the means by which they
were identified. Our aim in this book is to provide an authoritative reference to this end.
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This is the inside story of the Royal Shakespeare Company - a running historical
critique of a major national institution and its location within British culture, as related by
a writer who is uniquely placed to tell the tale. It describes what happened to a radical
theatrical vision and explores British society's inability to sustain that vision. Spanning
four decades and four artistic directors, Inside the Royal Shakespeare Company is a
multi-layered chronicle that traces the company's history, offers investigation into its
working methods, its repertoire, its people and its politics, and considers what the future
holds for this bastion of high culture now in crisis. Inside the Royal Shakespeare
Company is compelling reading for anyone who wishes to explore behind the scenes
and consider the changing role of theatre in modern cultural life. It offers a timely
analysis of the fight for creative expression within any artistic or cultural organisation,
and a vital document of our times.
For decades, UK thrash metal has been the most underrated and overlooked member
of the metal family. Criminally ignored, and considered secondary to its American,
German and Brazilian equivalents, the genre has nevertheless continued to survive and
thrive, rising from the ashes on more than one occasion. The UK's thrash scene has
generated a wealth of amazing music, often in the face of adversity and apathy, and
Contract In Blood tells the whole story--warts 'n' all. From humble DIY beginnings in
backstreet pubs to misrepresentation in the music press and being misunderstood by
major labels on the world stage and beyond. Featuring Venom / Onslaught / Sabbat /
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Evile / Xentrix / Slammer / Gama Bomb / Acid Reign / Re-Animator / Lawnmower Deth /
English Dogs / Mutant / Virus / D.A.M. / Sacrilege / Deathwish / Toranaga / Warfare /
Pitiful Reign / Hydra Vein / Shrapnel / Hellbastard / Sylosis / Metal Messiah / SSS /
Purgatory / Send More Paramedics / Warhammer / Tortoise Corpse / Anihilated /
Suicide Watch / Cerebral Fix / Seventh Angel / Holosade / Metal Duck / Atomkraft /
Decimator / Pendemia / Reign of Fury / Amnesia / Obliteration / Drunken State /
Adrenicide and more than 50 other unsung UK metal anti-heroes.
This book charts over 100 years of car making at Longbridge, near Birmingham. The
Austin Motor Co. was founded here by Herbert Austin in 1906, opening its doors in
early 1906, and it has been home to the British Motor Corp, British Leyland, Rover
Group, and MG Rover. Its products include some of the most famous British models
ever produced: the pioneering Austin Seven of the 1920s, the classic Mini, the Austin
Metro, and in later years the MG TF and Rover 75. The factory was a major employer
and integral part of the community since its foundation and its demise saddened many,
but the areas will never forget its long and proud tradition of manufacturing.
A model-by-model history of the popular Triumph Dolomite family, the range of quality
sporting saloons that started with the Triumph 1300 and was in production from
1965-80. The Triumph 1300 was innovative, with front-wheel drive and a four-door body
designed by Giovanni Michelotti. In 1970 the Triumph 1500 and the three-door Toledo
were introduced, followed by the range-topping Dolomite in 1972, with Triumph's
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slant-4 overhead cam engine and rear-wheel drive. The fast Dolomite Sprint confirmed
Triumph's position as the British 'BMW Beater' in 1973, with its powerful 16-valve
engine and value achieved through clever engineering. In 1976 the whole range was
renamed 'Dolomite' - and was a well-rounded model spread of four-door saloons, with
engine sizes from 1300cc to 2 litres. With technical specifications and over 150 colour
photographs, Triumph Dolomite - An Enthusiast's Guide also includes competition
history, the Dolomites' ancestors, and a guide to buying and owning these iconic
saloons. Fully illustrated with 161 colour photographs.
This homoerotic novel unmasked the cynical double moral standards of the Victorian
era: The love of Camille and Teleny is shattered by social reprisals. It was originally
published in 1893 by Leonard Smithers who praised it as being "the most powerful and
cleverly written erotic romance which has appeared in the English language." (Adult
Fiction)
This book focuses solely on the cars derived from the classic Mini. Small GTs, sports
cars, roadsters and fun cars: Mini-derivatives that changed the specialist motoring
market completely in the early sixties, and new designs kept it busy for nearly four
decades. from the well known Mini Marcos and Unipower GT that raced at Le Mans, to
the very obscure but as exciting Coldwell GT or Sarcon Scarab, almost 60 cars are
thoroughly researched, described and photographed in this book.
Many people would no longer recognise the name Leyland P76 as belonging to a motor
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vehicle. However, ill-fated as the concept was, it did make a brief presence on the local
market and garnered a reputation for being Australia's best and worst car at the same
time. The car was the last hope of the Leyland Motor Corporation (Australia) and its
unceremonious cancellation signalled the closure of the motor vehicle manufacturing
plant established at Zetland in Sydney by Lord Nuffield in 1950. Reborn as an importer,
JRA flew to dizzying heights in the 1980's to come crashing down in 1991. With one
final gasp, the last remnant finally died in 1998. This book tells the story of those
beginnings at the Victoria Park racecourse in Sydney's south to the end, with the
collapse of the Clifford Corporation. Nearly 50 years of hope, success, failure and
demise but along the way, a cavalcade of unforgettable motor vehicles, many of them
now sought-after classics, which played a part in the lives of many thousands of people
in the latter half of the 20th century
"There are few real-life business stories that could match that of the downfall of Rover.
Twenty years ago it would have been unthinkable that a brand with such a loyal
following, that held a special place within the heart of the ordinary British man, could
possibly fail. The events that led to the downfall were as tragic as they were
predictable." "In an earlier edition of this book, at the point when BMW sold MG Rover,
Chris Brady and Andrew Lorenz predicted with astonishing accuracy that the Phoenix
takeover of the company was doomed to failure. Here, they tell the full untold story of
Rover's downfall, from beginning to end."--BOOK JACKET.
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British LeylandChronicle of a Car Crash 1968-1978.Createspace Independent Pub
It?s no secret that certain social groups have predominated India?s business and
trading history, with business traditionally being the preserve of particular `Bania?
communities. However, the past four or so decades have seen a widening of the social
base of Indian capital, such that the social profile of Indian business has expanded
beyond recognition, and entrepreneurship and commerce in India are no longer the
exclusive bastion of the old mercantile castes. In this meticulously researched book ?
acclaimed for being the first social history to document and understand India?s new
entrepreneurial groups ? Harish Damodaran looks to answer who the new `wealth
creators? are, as he traces the transitional entry of India?s middle and lower peasant
castes into the business world. Combining analytical rigour with journalistic flair, India?s
New Capitalists is an essential read for anyone seeking to understand the culture and
evolution of business in contemporary South Asia.
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